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Empty-spher. Empty-spher. Empty-spher. Empty-spher. Empty layer Empty-spher. Empty Lair. Such lissonpartite is completely fulfilled by Lessosobat to discuss their evidence. Winning wins which is the one that is ready! Contact: I'll say, we're investigating our topic by reading non-function notes and the Internet, today we're going to
complete some draft and final draft of our discussion notice. I'll say, to organize our discussion, I'm going to follow the skills of organizing all my notes strategy using a graphic organizer and/or note card. The following is the action I will use: 1) Read on the evidence I have gathered so far 2) The Ornote Card 3) their stalking on what we
should review with my partner. I show students how I manage my evidence using graphic organizer and discussion card. I'm giving my students two options because when I first taught it, I needed them to complete my organiser before the note card. Some students were disappointed by the organization, while others were successful with
it, so I told them they could then do either of us. Active Engagement: I'd say, approach your partner and talk, what do you hook up, claim and 3 important points? I will check for understanding by listening to different levels of my learning (at least 3 students who have quality, one near quality, and one that is above standard). Active
Engagement Closure: I will say, to start a discussion organization, calm speakers organize their notes by using graphic organizer and/or note cards. Read on the evidence that he has so far gathered, cooperated with his discussion partner on the or the organization or note card should be tanked down and revised them. Free action: I'll
say, now you're going to organize your notes. I will provide them with their proof about the organization. Partner Work: Students will be on their discussion team who will share their notes with the person (I'll put teams under the document camera. I'll say, who will be the partner decide and who will become a partner. Partner A will share
your evidence to you by now. Partner B, I want you to hear the same or different evidence as you have. Since you'll be the discussion team, decide immediately how you can get different evidence more calm ingifies. Depending on the time, I'll share them with their opponents' claims of their predictions as well as their counter claims.
Today: Convert into student notes he has so far. Empty-spher. Empty-spher. Empty-spher. Empty fold. Empty-spher. Empty-spher. Fold it. Empty-spher. Participate in a class debate for this Lissonparte-Lessobet Great pissphaq dirt shit known as the shit patch up. As we have developed, our needs have demanded the production of
materials that are durable and weather-resistant plastic! But what happens to all its plastic when we throw it away? I started the lesson by playing fantastic plastic bag-a-mokkomantri. Kids love it because it is satiical in nature, but not very difficult to understand content or comedy. At the end of the video, I ask students to explain that the
aspects of the video are corrected, which are extra, and which are included only for the cost of entertainment. There is a map to show the area that is erupting, I describe the students who are just north of Goam, it is in an area of the world known as the Great Pisphc waste garbage pest (GPGP GP), an area of the sea where sea water is
configured due to the sea. The area contains a high density of plastic and other materials, the size of Texas is estimated to be twice! To get students familiar with the GPGP GP, I post the following videos on my website so that they can easily access from students. Students will watch every video at their own pace, prevent taking notice,
past parts, etc., as needed. Watching videos, students work at gpgp in which I created on the work website. I give them three note sheets-one for each video. It not only determines that it is in the active participation and understanding of each video, but also helps students manage their information easily. The paisphc waste waste sapofa
the great paisphk waste garbage struggles for the dumanatavanaftere by watching the video and completing their notes, I keep students in groups of 4 and use one count of one head with each other to answer such questions How was the P.G.P. due to? Why is there so much trouble? How can it be saved? What are The Nordilas And
How Do They Affect THE GPGP GP? What can we do to solve this problem? What's the most important thing you take from videos today? Next, I show my students videos, out of recycling and how the ocean can clean itself. After watching the videos, I ask my students whether ideas have been offered or not will actually work. I allow
students extra time (at least 15-20 minutes) to examine these ideas, then hold a class discussion to hear the students' views and they have found their claims to justify. In addition to the research that students have found, they can also use information from them as evidence to support the videos we saw in class and their claim to them.
(I'd like to hold the discussion the following day if I allow time, to allow students to properly research and prepare their arguments. If not, the same A small version of a class discussion can be held during the period.) I guess the class And explain the parts of the lesson while taking observation and anecdotal notice by taking overall
understanding. By reading their coral notes and listening to student conversations, I'm able to determine that additional support, video playback, fill lessons in (one-on-one conversations, penalty frames, etc.). Students have been assessed to participate in their summatoive knowledge-based discussion and discussion (provided by the
University of Northern Illinois). The word Функції. Якщо ви внесете зміни, налаштування цих функцій буде скинуто. Докладніше скинуто. Докладніше
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